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The Manchester Terror Attack. Is it A “False Flag”?
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Image: Salman Abedi, alleged perpetrator

Despite numerous inconsistencies in the official UK government narrative and police reports,
the “False Flag” question mark has largely disappeared from the realm of public debate.

Consider this:

Since 9/11 – and increasingly so – any mass event in the West, notably in Europe
and the US, like the pop concert by US singer Ariana Grande in Manchester on 22
May,  would  be  cordoned-off  and  super  secured.  How  can  the  terrorist  with  his
artisan bomb (under the arm or under his belt?) get through security? In any
case, he is conveniently dead, another witness done away with.
It  is  a  mystery,  how the ‘perpetrator’  was identified in  the US,  by an unnamed
source, when the murderous explosion happened in Manchester, some 8,000 km
across the Atlantic – and, when – most important – the ‘suicide bomber’ left
again his by now ‘legendary ID’ behind, his plastic bank card – at the crime
scene – not in the US?
Alone the fact – or the supposed fact – that the young Muslim murderer left his
notorious  ID  behind,  has  become  a  ridiculous  pattern  which  not  even  the
staunchest supporter of the mainstream reports can ignore. Or can he? How
come hardly anybody of the public at large questions such nonsense?
Terror drills took place in several UK cities shortly before the 22 May Manchester
concert explosion. This is a typical pattern seen just before other ‘terror’ scenes,
i.e. the Boston Marathon bombing.

Are there still any blue-eyed doubters out there? Those who bask in their comfort zone,
undisturbed by facts, rather believing a lie than the truth? – Confronting the truth means
often confronting your own life, and that is for most people hard. Admitting that your life has
been a farce, because you have always believed in a farce and never sought the truth, even
though you knew, or felt it in the back of your mind, the truth was right there, but the
comfortable lie and deceit is easier to swallow than the hard and inconvenient reality.

Critics and pundits who believe that these ‘terror’ attacks are blowbacks from our western
wars – think again. ISIS / Daesh, Al-Qaeda and whatever else these Islamic terror groups are
called, are the creation of the west, i.e. CIA, MI6, Mossad. They are basically funded by
Washington, Israel, Saudi Arabia, other Gulf Kingdoms, and Turkey.

What is the role of  these secret services? Are these horrific killings under the guise of an
Islamic  ‘terror  attack’,  being   used  as  a  pretext  and  a  justification,  so  that  the  Western
powers can engage in more wars, more atrocities, more killings in the Middle East, and
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wherever else it pleases them. That’s what’s called ‘False Flags’.

We, the People, must wake up to these facts. Only conscious awareness may eventually
stop them. International law is coopted and corrupted by the swamp of the establishment.
As long as we don’t have a Nuremberg-type justice system that pursues and puts away
these war instigators, western societies will be subjugated to an ever increasing police state
apparatus.

See previous article:

ISIS Terrorist Attack in Manchester? 17 Days Before Crucial UK Elections

By Peter Koenig, May 24, 2017
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